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1.1

The Geneva Corpus of early German
Overview
• The Geneva Corpus of early German (GeCeG) is currently under construction on a one-year graduate grant under the scholarly supervision of experts
at the University of Pennsylvania
• a fully annotated and syntactically parsed corpus of Old and early Middle
High German (800-1200 A.D.)
• searchable with CorpusSearch (Randell, 2004)
• a relatively small corpus, comprising c. 30 – 50,000 words
• for the foreseeable future, it will be the only available fully parsed resource
for the earliest stages of the High German language

1.2

Aims of the talk
• an opportunity to experiment with annotation systems; new manual guided
by considerations of user-friendliness and conformity to linguistic theory
• focus on syntactic annotation, not POS-tagging
• contrast with corpora PPCME (Middle English) and YCOE (Old English)
• discuss three general areas of parsing innovations: (i) the Headedness Principle, (ii) coping with direct speech and disfluencies, (iii) the TAG system
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The Headedness Principle

2.1

Definition and Illustration
• a well-formedness conditions on syntactic structures
• inspired by representational theories of syntax like HSPG, LFG
• terminal = a <POS, form> pair (e.g. <N, house>)
• functional node = a labelled vertice without a form (e.g. subject)

(1) The Headedness Principle
a. Completeness: Every functional node must immediately dominate a
terminal. (There is a head)
b. Uniqueness: Every sister of a terminal must be a functional node. (The
head is unique)
• heads of clauses are typically lexical verbs; other heads are more variable
(2)

2.2

Advantages

2.2.1

Category Forms are redundant

• the Headedness Principle ensures that the form of a category (e.g. NP, PP,
ADJP, etc.) can be unambiguously recovered from the head.
• e.g. contrast above téro mánegi (GeCeG) with Old English þære menigu ‘to
the crowd’ (YCOE)
(3)

• in the GeCeG, the NP category would be redundant because it follows directly from the fact that the head is a common noun
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• in the GeCeG, the -DAT extension would be redundant because case is
aready marked on the parts of speech of the category
• but the YCOE must mark NP because the head of the grammatical function
is not identified unequivocally

• the meaning of category forms like NP is not always clear in early English
corpora. They are simply convenient summaries of arguments and adjuncts
that “feel” nominal
• e.g. in what sense are the following phases from the PPCME NPs?
(4)

2.2.2

Higher consistency

• the Headedness Principle makes the annotation process less error-prone
• e.g. modified quantifiers should form QPs in PPCME according to its manual; if nothing else occurs in the grammatical function, there is no obvious
head; annotators sometimes prefer to have a head putting the quantifier immediately under the grammatical function producing a mistake
(5)
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• such a mistake is much harder to make in the GeCeG; e.g. the phrase ein
luzzel ‘a little, somewhat’ functions as an adjunct on the clausal level, ADT,
and requires a head by the Headedness Principle; no headless phrases are
possible; easy to check automatically
(6)

• similar problems are avoided elsewhere (e.g. PPCME measure phrases with
adjectives etc.)
2.2.3

More information

• the Headedness Principle forces a more explicit functional annotation
• e.g. the PPCME annotates a large variety of functions as PPs, including
adjuncts, complements, subordinate clauses etc.
(7)

• the GeCeG requires more detailed guidelines regarding argument structures;
you need to annotate PPs explicitly as adjuncts, complements, predicates
etc.
• subordinate clauses are basic functions with an additional extension, e.g.
ADT-CMP is an adjunct, that is complex, i.e. clausal, namely comparative
(8)
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• e.g. auxiliary verbs; PPCME and YCOE annotate main and auxiliary verbs
as daughters of the clause
(9)

• this would violate the Headedness Principle in the GeCeG
• special function called AVM for aspect, voice, modality, which hosts auxiliary
verbs; subtypes like perfect, passive, modal
(10)

• similar annotation for negation

• the Headedness Principle forces a new annotation on coordinate structures;
in the PPCME CONJP is sister of a phrase; the functional node does not have
a head; in the GeCeG COORD is a sister of a the head of the functional node
• prefix CJNCT on conjuncts
(11)

a.

b.

NP-OB1
NP
a phrase

DIR
various elements COORD
including a head

CONJP
CONJ

NP

and

a phrase

CONJ

CJNCT-DIR

and
a phrase with the same function

• this annotation scheme captures the idea that the function of conjuncts are
identical while their forms may vary
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(12)

(13)

2.2.4

Easier search scripting

• in general, the Headedness Principle provides great control over the structures a researcher might be interested in (e.g. easier to find arguments that
are headed by a determiner vs. arguments that have a definite article and
many other cases)
• the command idoms “immediately dominates” automatically identifies heads
in the GeCeG
• more explicit annotations allow searching for specific constructions easily
(e.g. just look for AVM-PASSIVE for all passive sentences) (e.g. NEGAT
for all negations, but look for specific kinds of negations by form)
• coordinate structures are easier to search (directly look for conjuncts, no
need for search command idomsmod)
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3

Direct Speech and Parentheticals

3.1

Direct Speech Overview
• direct speech is indicated with extension -SPE on clauses (IPs and CPs) in
PPCME and YCOE
• result: complex labels such as IP-MAT-PRN-SPE
• arbitrary; why not on other phrases, fragments, foreign language?
• order of labels not always clear

(14)

• the GeCeG separates out information on direct speech and parentheticals
from the major clausal nodes; initial node called SPEECH; not regarded as a
functional category; simply indicates scope of Speech
(15)
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• apart from SPEECH nodes, there are also SPEECHEND nodes indicating that
direct speech is interrupted within a token
(16)

3.2

Parentheticals Overview
• the corpora PPCME and YCOE include an extension -PRN for parentheticals; annotated on clauses (quotatives, right node raising, asides, and others,
e.g. bare reason adjuncts) as well as on other phrases (e.g. on NPs)

(17)
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(18)

• clausal parentheticals and nominal parentheticals seem quite different
• the class of clausal parentheticals are not unified by an obvious criterion
• the GeCeG annotates clausal and nominal parenthetical structures differently
• clausal parentheticals are treated as a disfluency; DISFLUENCY nodes, just
like SPEECH nodes, are conceptualized as scope-taking indicators; constituents marked as disfluent are sandwiched into the core clause, could be
left out
(19)

• DISFLUENCY is also used for false starts, breaks, hesitations etc.
(20)

• nominal appositives are genuine functions, APP, which “compete” with the
function of the mother node; an appositive must be appositive on something
(21)
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(22)

• summary:

3.3

Advantages
• easy to search: normally researchers aren’t interested in differences between
direct speech and “normal” tokens (add_to_ignore: SPEECH | SPEECHEND);
in rare cases where direct speech is important, simply write normal search
query with line SPEECH doms <category of interest>; same for
DISFLUENCY
• appositives are also easy to search; search query simply says, “give me all
elements that are appositive on some element, e.g. a subject”
• no inconsistent annotations like both IP-MAT-PRN-SPE as well as IP-MAT-SPE-PRN
• difference between asides and appositives theoretically plausible
• set of possible root nodes reduced; GeCeG only has MAT (matrix clauses,
with subtypes declarative, question etc.), and fragments FRAG, i.e. node:
MAT*|FRAG will find all tokens in the corpus; considerably simpler than
other corpora
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4

The TAG system

4.1

Overview
• new annotation system for movement / displacement / structure sharing /
filler-gap constructions, called TAG system
• most corpora, including PPCME and YCOE, include various kinds of traces
for different kinds of movements with a unique index for every local chain;
basically standard model:
*-# A movement, rare because passives are not normally indicated
*ICH*-# A-bar movement, “interpret constituent here”
*T*-# A-bar movement, “trace”, operator movement in relative clauses,
questions etc.
• the GeCeG is different in two respects:
– it employs only one displacement marker, called TAG-#
– it is inserted wherever the displaced constituent is interpreted, i.e. it
does not receive different indices for every local chain, but one index
for all chains
• for A-movement: two grammatical functions will include a TAG marker (e.g.
[ (subject TAG-1 Joe ) seems to [ (subject TAG-1) know all the answers.] ])
• for A-bar movememnt, displaced constituent is called DISC for “generic
discourse function” (e.g. [ (DISC TAG-1 Bagels ) I like (object TAG-1) ]
• resumptive elements are also included in the TAG system (e.g. (e.g. [ (DISC
TAG-1 This woman ) I like (object TAG-1 her) ]
• example: the consituent Which soldiers below is marked with TAG-1 and
co-indexed with identical displacement markers in all relevant gaps

(23)

4.2

[DISC TAG-1 Which soldiers ] did the general convince TAG-1 [ TAG-1
should scrub the floor [ TAG-1 naked] [without warning TAG-1 [ that a
TV company would film TAG-1 ]]]?

Uses of the TAG marker
• This annotation scheme allows a unified treatment of all filler-gap constructions: (i) A-bar and A movement operations,(ii) control (iii) multiple gaps
involving more than one movement e.g. cyclic movement (for argument
chains), (iv) left dislocations and other correlative / resumptive structures.
• examples:
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• A-bar movement: relativization
(24)

• A-bar movement: right dislocation
(25)

• A movement: subject raising
(26)

• more than one gap: cyclic movement
(27)
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• more than one gap: a sequence of control structures
(28)

• left-dislocation
(29)

4.3

Advantages
• a system with many different kinds of traces is more complicated and thus
may lead annotators to make errors, especially in complex examples
• such mistakes are avoided in a system with just one displacement marker;
results in more consistent annotation
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• e.g.small clause containing another small clause
(30)

• first example raises lower subject with A-movement *-1; second example
with A-bar movement ICH-1
• the GeCeG would necessarily require a subject function of the higher small
clause (since all top-level categories require a subject) leaving no room for a
generic discourse label DISC. The subject of the lower small clause would
be unified with the subject of the higher clause with the usual TAG marker
rather than one of numerous potential traces. This would automatically force
the correct GeCeG analogue of the PPCME annotation.

• GeCeG’s TAG system is simpler than the PPCME system:
– no need for left dislocation (LFD) and resumptive (-RSP) labels
– primitives of different kinds of movements are identified and separated:
DISC vs. unification with a grammatical function (=A-bar vs. A movement), presence and absence of overt material in filler (= “ordinary”
movement vs. resumption), place of gap (local vs. long distance dependency) etc. and do not need to be annotated with different labels
• explicit annotation of subjects in all clauses; control is not made explicit in
other corpora
14
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Conclusion
• GeCeG is only a small project, but offers an opportunity to experiment with
and improve existing corpus manuals
• result of suggested improvements lead to an annotations scheme with, I believe, unprecedented detail
• the suggested system is simpler than syntactic annotation in other comparable corpora and less error-prone
• the core principles can be applied universally; specific names of categories
will change, but guidelines for headedness, extra-syntactic scope markers
like direct speech, and for movement can be applied to all languages
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